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Abstract

Solid solution of (Sr, La)2MnO4 with K2NiF4 structure was synthesized via decomposition process of organometallic complexes of con-
stituent elements for the composition of La/Sr ratio >1. A new orthorhombic phase with a distorted oxygen octahedron appeared. The
preparation under low oxygen partial pressure at high temperature was necessary to form this new orthorhombic phase. Some degree of defect
in A-site (site for Sr or La) resulted in the formation of single phases of both tetragonal and orthorhombic compounds for La/Sr ratio >1.
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he lattice parameters of a new orthorhombic Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95 phase werea = 5.512(2),b = 5.4863(3) andc = 12.9295(7)Å with the space
roupCmca (No. 64). The unit cell has a dimension with

√
2at × √

2at × ct, whereat andct are the lattice parameters of the fundame
ody centered tetragonal cell of K2NiF4 structure withI4/mmm space group. In this structure an oxygen octahedron is distorted and tilt
ther by angle of 4.5◦. This kind of orthorhombic distortion was first found in (Sr, La)2MnO4 solid solution.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solid solution of (Sr, La)2MnO4 has a tetragonal cell with
2NiF4 structure, usually in the region of Sr/La ratio�1

1–13] and also for Sr/La ratio�1 [9,14]. For composition
ange La/Sr > 1 La2MnO4 was prepared by vacuum dry freez-
ng method[9] and (La1-xSrx)2MnO4 (0.35� x�0.65) phase
as synthesized by solid state reaction method under high
acuum at high temperature[14]. All of these products had
tetragonal structure. Recently tetragonal phase (I4/mmm

pace group) of various compositions for (Sr, La)2MnO4 solid
olution with La/Sr ratio > 1 was synthesized via complex
recursors of each cationic component[15]. The aim of this
ork is to synthesize (Sr, La)2MnO4 solid solution with La/Sr

atio >1 and with trivalent manganese ion since many com-
ounds with layered perovskite structure including trivalent
anganese ion had various kind of phases by the Jahn-Teller
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effect [16–18]. In the course of this study we confirmed
existence of a new orthorhombic Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95phase a
described below. The phase behavior appeared in this
solution was studied to get a synthetic condition of tetrag
and orthorhombic compounds. Although formation of sin
phase of (Sr, La)2MnO4 solid solution with La/Sr ratio > 1
difficult by usual solid state reaction method, it was found
this method via organometallic complex precursors led
rather easy process to get single phase of these comp
as in other complex oxides[19].

2. Experimental

Metal derivatives of 2-ethylhexanoic acid were u
as the precursors[19]. For syntheses of 2-ethylhexano
complexes of La, Sr and Mn lanthanum sesqui-ox
manganese acetate and strontium acetate were used
starting materials and the detailed procedures are desc
in Refs.[15]. Each amount of metallic composition in ea
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2-ethylhexanoate complex was determined by gravimetric
analysis. Starting materials of 2-ethylhexanoate solutions
of Sr, La and Mn were mixed with an appropriate ratio and
completely dissolved into toluene. This solution was heated
on the hot plate and the residue obtained by complete drying
was heated again up to 873 K to exclude organic constituents.
Then the residual powder was pressed into pellet and heated
at 1523 K under Ar gas containing 1% H2 for 2 days. Because
the oxygen partial pressure in the atmosphere during heating
in this process is considerably low, the valence state of Mn
in the products was kept to be trivalent. The valence state of
manganese ion in the products was determined by chemical
analysis with iodometric titration method.

X-ray powder diffraction data of the sample were collected
with Cu K� radiation using MXP18 X-ray powder diffrac-
tometer (MAC Science Co. Ltd.) with an equipment of a
single-crystal graphite monochromator. For data collection
2θ range was 20◦ �2θ�120◦ with an increment of 0.04◦
of step width. The resulting data were analyzed by Rietveld
method using RIETAN program[20,21].

3. Results and discussion

For all trials to synthesize (Sr, La)2MnO4 phase with
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Fig. 1. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of a new orthorhombic
Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95.

and

L = l

This kind of relation is also seen in a similar compound with
the layered structure[17].

For the determination of the space group of this compound
CELL program was used[22,23] from which Fmmm (No.
69) andCmca (standard setting, No. 64) survived. Then the
results from Rietveld analysis were compared for these two
candidates, especially on existence of superlattice lines. In
Fig. 2(a) and (b) several superlattice lines were compared
with the calculated data for these two possible space groups
corresponding to some range of diffraction angles. In Figs.
(a) and (b) arrows show the superlattice lines obtained from
the experimental diffraction data. These small but clear dif-
ferences proved that:Cmca is the most probable space group.
The results of the Rietveld analysis is shown inTable 1. From
these results the detailed oxygen octahedron is shown inFig. 3
and each oxygen octahedron has a distortion and tilts with a
rotation alonga-axis by 4.5◦. This situation is seen inFig. 4.

These tilting behavior has been reported in the layered per-
ovskite such as compounds including nickel[24,25], but the
first data for layered perovskite with K2NiF4 type including
rare earth, strontium and manganese ions.

As described in the previous paper[15] any trial to synthe-
s ange
r hase
a e of

T
F

A

S 00
M 0
O 5
O 00

a
6 ,
R

a/Sr ratio >1 no single phase was obtained in the case o
ccupancy of A-site where La2O3 was always included as t
econd phase, although a new orthorhombic patterns id
ed by the X-ray diffraction peaks. So a little deficient ratio
a component was tried to form a single phase for the a
ompound. Finally Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95 was isolated as
ingle phase with the new orthorhombic structure. Oxy
on-stoichiometry was determined from the results of
hemical analysis, which showed the almost comp
rivalent state for Mn in this compound. Phase beha
as studied around this composition, changing L

atio, oxygen partial pressure and temperature. But a
ompounds except this composition showed only tetrag
hase, even if they had single phase[15]. In the publishe
eferences about (Sr, La)2MnO4 solid solution all the phas
ith any Sr/La ratio showed only tetragonal structure. So

ormation of orthorhombic phase in this solid solution se
s the first report. This orthorhombic phase is characte
y a clear split of the second largest peak into do
eaks in X-ray diffraction patterns as is shown inFig. 1.

n the tetragonal phase with the space groupI4/mmm such
s SrLaMnO4 the main peak is (1 0 3) and the seco

argest peak is (1 1 0). But it is clearly seen that the se
argest peak splits into double peaks and some other
uch as (1 1 2), etc. show doublets. A general relation
etween fundamental tetragonal (h k l) and orthorhombi
H K L) indices except superlattice lines gives the follow
orrespondence,

2 + K2 = 2(h2 + k2)
ize a pure orthorhombic phase near this composition r
esulted in the formation of the fundamental tetragonal p
nd only limited region is possible to form a single phas

able 1
ractional atomic coordinates of orthorhombic Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95

tom Site x y z g

r, La 8f 0 0.3582(3) 0.002(1) 0.9
n 4a 0 0 0 1.00
(1) 8f 0 0.172(2) 0.058(5) 0.97
(2) 8e 0.25 0.011(3) 0.25 1.0

= 5.512(2),b = 5.4863(3) andc = 12.9295(7)́̊A; space group:Cmca (No.
4); R-factors: Rwp = 0.1776, Rp = 0.01401, Re = 0.0658, RI = 0.01031

F = 0.0606.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of several superlattice lines (arrow) observed in
orthorhombic Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95 with the calculated values based on the
space groupFmmm andBmab (standard:Cmca). (a) 2θ near 21◦ and (b) 2θ
near 39◦.

Fig. 3. Oxygen octahedron surrounding a central manganese ion.

Fig. 4. Overview of the crystal structure of orthorhombic Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95

with Bmab (standard:Cmca) space group.

an orthorhombic phase for La/Sr ratio >1 and also deficient
composition in A-site is characteristic of a formation of sin-
gle phase since an orthorhombic phase is co-existing with
La2O3 when it is not single phase.

4. Conclusions

A new orthorhombic phase of Sr0.5La1.3MnO3.95 was
isolated by a synthesis via organometallic complexes. This
orthorhombic phase has a superstructure with a tilting mode
of a distorted oxygen octahedron.
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